FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EXCALIBUR’S FLAGSHIP MICRO SUPPRESSOR REDEFINES
CROSSBOW PERFECTION
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada - Excalibur’s Micro Suppressor, the brand’s 2017
flagship crossbow, is a revolution in size and sound. The crossbow is deadly quiet,
the most compact Micro crossbow ever designed by the company, and still capable
of firing bolts at speeds up to 355 fps.
“The Micro crossbow series has been incredibly popular with our customers for
several years, and we know the Micro Suppressor is the best one yet,” said Michael
Martin, marketing specialist for Excalibur Crossbow. “This crossbow has everything
you want in a recurve: compact size, lightweight, high-performance and deadly
quiet.”
Built on the Micro 355 platform, the Micro Supressor features the all-new Sound
Deadening System, four components working in sync to dramatically reduce
vibration and noise when the crossbow is fired. An over-moulded, rubberized
stirrup, Ex-Shox, String Stars and R.A.V.S. silencers deliver a smoother, quieter
shooting experience, which will lead to greater success in the field.
Also new on the Micro Suppressor is the comfortable and lightweight Bullpup
Ready Rest Stock, which reduces the crossbow length by 2.5 inches compared
to similar models. The stock comes complete with rubber grip inserts for ultimate
control and feel.
Additional features include the Gen II CRT Limb System, the most compact and
durable limbs available today, the Quad-Loc riser, Recoil Energy Dissipation
System (R.E.D.S.) and Air Brakes limb suppressors.

10.2 Inches

Overall Length:

31 Inches

Weight:

5.4 lbs.

Draw Weight:
Width Uncocked
MSRP:

• Sound Deadening System
• Bullpup Ready Rest Stock
• Guardian™ Anti-Dry Fire System
• Quad-Loc Rise
• R.E.D.S. Suppressors
• Oversized finger guards
• Ambidextrous cheeckpiece
• Realtree Xtra® finish

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Stroke:

MICRO SUPPRESSOR

• MSRP: $1,299
280 lbs.
25 Inches
$1,299

If the compact and quiet Micro Suppressor isn’t impressive enough on its own,
Excalibur has included a new X-Hanger quiver, made from lightweight carbon
materials for versatility and maneuverability. The quiver attaches to the Micro
Supressor via a Picatinny rail allowing for additional accessory attachments.
Also included with the Micro Suppressor are an ambidextrous cheekpiece,
oversized finger guards and the Guardian Anti-Dry-Fire system for ultimate safety
and protection. The crossbow comes equipped with a Tact-Zone Illuminated Scope,
three Quill arrows, three 150-grain field points and a rope cocking aid.
The Micro Suppressor’s compact size and silent shot make it the most deadly
crossbow on the market today. Available in Realtree Xtra® finish, the Micro
Suppressor has a suggested retail price of $1,299.
For more information, visit www.excaliburcrossbow.com.
Excalibur Crossbow manufactures and distributes efficient, reliable, and accurate
hunting recurve crossbows and other archery accessories. Founded in 1983,
Excalibur Crossbow offices and manufacturing facilities are located in Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada. Excalibur is a member of the Bowtech family of brands along with
Bowtech, Diamond, Octane, and Stryker.

Excalibur Crossbow is a

Package Includes:
• Tact-Zone Illuminated Scope
• X-Hanger 3-Arrow Quiver
• 3 Quill arrows
• 3 150-grain field points
• Rope cocking aid
The quietest and most compact
recurve crossbow ever engineered,
the Micro Suppressor is the pinnacle
of stealth and maneuverability.
Excalibur’s new Sound Deadening
System makes it one of the quietest
crossbows on the market today.

brand.

